Global Alliance Against Industrial Aquaculture, 23 September 2016
The Two Billion Dollar Salmon Ban
- Scotland, Canada, Chile, Faroe Islands, Norway & New Zealand in Firing Line

New U.S. rules protecting marine mammals could cost trigger-happy salmon farmers around
the world a staggering $2 billion in lost export markets for farmed salmon!
In emails to the Global Alliance Against Industrial Aquaculture, the U.S. Government has
confirmed that salmon farms in Maine and Washington do NOT kill marine mammals [1] - in
stark contrast to lethal salmon farms in Scotland, Canada, Chile, Faroe Islands, New Zealand
and Australia (with question marks hanging over Norway and Ireland).
In order to comply with U.S. standards (i.e. zero marine mammals killed), farmed salmon
sourced from salmon farms which kills seals, sea lions, dolphins and even whales will be
banned from the lucrative U.S. market by 1 January 2022 (when the Fish and Fish Product
Import Provisions of the Marine Mammal Protection Act is enforced).
"Salmon farmers around the world are caught in the cross-hairs of the new U.S. import rules
and have a $2 billion bullet pointed at their head," said Don Staniford, Director of the Global
Alliance Against Industrial Aquaculture. "A 'comparability finding' with the U.S. salmon
farming industry effectively means zero seals, sea lions or other marine mammals killed. In
view of the damning data from Scotland and Canada there is currently zero chance of
Scottish or Canadian farmed salmon being allowed into the U.S. market with black marks
hanging over farmed salmon from Chile, New Zealand, Australia, the Faroe Islands, Ireland
and Norway."
"Salmon farmers could get to zero in a flash," continued Staniford. "Simply stop shooting
and start installing predator nets as they use in the United States. Until salmon farmers bite
the bullet and stop slaughtering marine mammals consumers should boycott cheap and nasty
farmed salmon. Supermarkets should not wait for the U.S. rules to hit in 2022 - they should
force salmon farmers to introduce a cease-fire immediately. A zero tolerance for cruelty to
marine mammals means a zero tolerance for farmed salmon!"

According to the USDA, the value of U.S. imports of Atlantic salmon in 2015 was over $2
billion - with Chile exporting 284,643 tonnes worth $1.1 billion; Canada exporting 177,550
tonnes worth $504 million; Norway exporting 82,114 tonnes worth $330 million; the U.K.
exporting 27,232 tonnes worth $96 million and the Faroe Islands exporting 27,215 tonnes
worth $84 million (download data in full via Aquaculture Trade - Recent years and top
countries).

According to the USDA during 2015, Ireland exported $2.5 million worth of Atlantic salmon
with New Zealand exporting $3.5 million (Australia exported Atlantic salmon worth only
$2,000). Germany (which does not farm salmon but processes farmed salmon from Norway)
exported Atlantic salmon worth $40 million; Iceland exported $12 million and China
exported $5.4 million (download data in full via Aquaculture Trade - All years and all
countries).

The new U.S. rule published last month explicitly states that salmon farms must stop killing
marine mammals in order to export to the United States. Importing countries will have a
five-year interim exemption period (starting on 1 January 2017) to implement a regulatory
program that "prohibits the intentional killing or serious injury of marine mammals in all

fisheries" and "must demonstrate they have a regulatory program for reducing marine
mammal incidental mortality and serious injury that is comparable in effectiveness to U.S.
standards" [2].
"The regulatory definition of a commercial fishing operation includes aquaculture, and
National Marine Fisheries Service will classify foreign aquaculture operations considering
both intentional and incidental mortality and serious injury according to the requirements of
this rule," stated the U.S. Federal Register on 15 August 2016. "When making comparability
finding determinations for farmed salmon imports, the National Marine Fisheries Service will
evaluate measures to reduce interactions, prohibit intentional, and reduce incidental mortality
and serious injury of marine mammals in foreign aquaculture operations as compared to the
U.S. standards for aquaculture facilities (e.g., use of predator nets and the prohibition on
intentional killing)."
In view of the confirmation by the U.S. Government that zero marine mammals are killed on
salmon farms in the United States [1], nations killing marine mammals will be denied a
"comparability finding". "Fish and fish products from fisheries that fail to receive a
comparability finding may not be imported into the United States," stated the U.S. Federal
Register. "If the Assistant Administrator denies or terminates a comparability finding for a
fishery, the Assistant Administrator, in cooperation with the Secretaries of the Treasury and
Homeland Security, will identify and prohibit the importation of fish and fish products into
the United States from the harvesting nation caught or harvested in that fishery."
The Sunday Herald in Scotland reported (11 September 2016):

Read more via "Scottish salmon exports at risk if seals keep being shot"
Credit must go to animal welfare and environmental groups who have been pushing for a
U.S. ban for over a decade. The Federal Register's Fish and Fish Product Import Provisions
of the Marine Mammal Protection Act (15 August 2016) states under 'Petition to Ban
Imports':

Read correspondence with the U.S. Department of Commerce since 2011 online here and
read more background via [6].
Contact:
Don Staniford: dstaniford@gaaia.org (email to arrange a phone call)
Media Coverage:
"Concern as crucial forum for protection of seals abandoned"
"Scottish salmon exports at risk if seals keep being shot"
"Stop the slaughter now"/"Cruelty and pollution have no place in Scotland's waters"
"Sunday Herald: "Scotland's 'trigger-happy' salmon farmers risk losing £200m US export
market""
"Seal of Approval for U.S. Ban on Salmon"
"Scottish Sea Farms points to progress in seal management"
"Exposed: the inhumane shooting of hundreds of seals"
"Scottish salmon has five years to cut seal deaths before NOAA action"
"Five-Year Stay of Execution for Scottish Salmon's Serial Seal Killers - U.S. outlaws killing
of marine mammals by 2022"
"Campaigners claim new NOAA rules could see Scottish salmon banned from US"
"End the slaughter of seals in Scotland now"
"U.S. ban for lethal Scottish salmon- £200 million in exports killed off by seal slaughter"
"Charity makes plea to end seal shooting in Scotland"
"Closing the Net On 'Seal-Friendly' Scottish Salmon"
"Scottish Salmon Blinded by Seal Killing"
"Stop Shooting Seals for Salmon Meals"
"Cecil the Seal Killers Named & Shamed in Scotland - Call for Boycott of "Seal Unfriendly"
Scottish Salmon"
"VICTORY: Disclosure of Seal-Killing Salmon Farm Data Ordered by 21 August"
"Scottish Salmon's Secret Seal Killers! - FOI refusal prompts call for boycott of farmed
salmon"
"Lethal Scottish Farmed Salmon: Serial Seal Killers Named & Shamed!"
"Scottish Salmon's Seal Killers Named & Shamed!"

The Global Background:
Scottish salmon - the UK's #1 food export - now risks being banned from the £200 million
per year U.S. market over Scotland's ongoing seal slaughter which exceeds 1,500 dead seals
since 2011.
A Parliamentary Question filed by Mark Ruskell MSP earlier this month asked the Scottish
Government "whether in order to preserve access to the US market for fish and fish products,
whether it will introduce legislation that prohibits the intentional killing of marine mammals
in all of Scotland's fisheries".
"There is already legislation in place to prevent deliberate killing of marine mammals, except
under controlled circumstances," replied Roseanna Cunningham, Cabinet Secretary for
Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform (15 September 2016). "This is delivered by
the Marine (Scotland) Act 2010 for seals, and The Conservation (Natural Habitats, &c.)
Regulations 1994 (as amended) for cetaceans".
The Glasgow Evening Times reported (18 September 2016):

Exports of Canadian farmed salmon are also threatened. According to Canadian
Aquaculture, more than 85% of Canadian aquaculture production is exported – the largest
export market is the United States: "The United States is Canada’s major export market for
farmed salmon - accounting for 93% of Canada’s farmed salmon exports in 2006. In 2006,
the US imported 78,733 tonnes of Canadian farmed salmon worth $505 million."
The Department of Fisheries & Oceans told GAAIA (13 September 2016) that "there is a
review underway to examine whether Canadian fisheries are in compliance with recently
amended US marine mammal legislation" [3].
However, whilst data is available for British Columbia there is no data publicly available for
Eastern Canada (GAAIA is still waiting for a formal reply from DFO).
DFO statistics show that since 1990, the salmon farming industry in British Columbia has
killed more than 7,000 marine mammals: almost 6,000 harbour seals, 1,200 California sea
lions and 363 endangered Steller sea lions (read more via "Seals And Sea Lions Pay The

Price For B.C. Salmon Farming" and "California rescues sea lions while Canadian salmon
farmers slaughter them").
Official figures published by the Canadian Government for Q4 2015 (October-December)
reveal that 15 sea lions and 2 seals were intentionally killed at just two salmon farms in
British Columbia:

DFO report the "accidental" death of three sea lions and one seal during the first quarter of
2016 in British Columbia:

Whales have also suffered at the hands of salmon farms - with a humpback whale caught in a
Marine Harvest salmon farm in British Columbia just this month (watch footage via "Video:
Humpback rescued from fish farm ropes by fisheries officials"). In 2013, a humpback whale
died in a salmon farm in the Clayoquot Sound UNESCO Biosphere Reserve (read more via
"Humpback whale corpse in fish farm raises questions"). And in Scotland in 2014 a
humpback whale drowned after becoming entangled in a salmon farm off the Isle of Mull
(read more via "Humpback Whale died after swimming into fish farm").
GAAIA is currently gathering evidence of the killing of marine mammals at salmon farms
around the world. Whilst some jurisdictions publish data online (e.g. Scotland and British

Columbia), others do not (e.g. Chile, Norway, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand, Eastern
Canada).
In the absence of official Government statistics, the public is reliant upon media reports and
other sources. For example, in the Faroe Islands, "around 100 seals are slaughtered each year
by the salmon farming sector" said Bjarni Mikkelsen at the Faroese Museum of Natural
History in 2015. Bjarni Mikkelsen told GAAIA (24 September 2016): "No official data. But
we want to monitor this, and have asked farming licence holders to deliver data on an annual
basis."
In Australia, a news article this month repotted that two seals were killed by salmon farms
with one seal "choked to death on its own vomit". Environment Tasmania report that: "As of
June 2013, at least 144 protected seals have died as a result of fish farming in just four years".
The Tasmanian Times reported in July 2015: "the Tasmanian Government seal management
strategy has resulted in normally protected seals being deliberately killed with Government
approval".
The Australian reported in 2013: "Official figures show 452 seal relocations -- from fish
farms to beaches hundreds of kilometres away -- in the past three years, sometimes resulting
in deaths in transit. As well, the use of seal deterrents -- bean-filled bullets fired from a 12gauge shotgun and explosive charges, known as crackers -- has become at times a daily
occurrence. Use of these "deterrents" also appears to have become excessive, with multiple
cases of between 140 and 215 explosive crackers used at a single farm in a single day. The
Weekend Australian has witnessed the dumping of seals, killed at fish farms or during
relocation, at suburban Hobart rubbish tips" (read more via "Tasmania's salmon trade casts
deadly net").
In 2015, a Government submission to a Senate Inquiry in Tasmania showed that since 1990
(when the practise of seal relocation began) "a minimum of 5472 seal relocations had
happened, at a cost to taxpayers estimated at about $780 per relocation and the rest paid by
fish farms" (read more via "Seals blamed for fish business dive").
In New Zealand, dolphins and seals have been reported killed in salmon farms in the
Marlborough Sounds (read more via "Dolphins die on NZ King Salmon farms"). In 2011,
The Marlborough Express reported that a salmon farmer "admitted charges of possessing an
offensive weapon, a galvanised steel pole, in a public place at Ohau Point, and wilfully illtreating 23 seals by clubbing them to death".
In Chile, a photo of salmon farmers killing a sea lion attracted the condemnation of both the
Chilean Government and salmon farming industry itself in July 2015. The Chilean
Government agency Sernapesca filed a formal complaint for animal abuse following the
identification of the salmon farming company responsible (read more via "Sernapesca files
formal complaint over salmon farm workers’ animal abuse").
Intrafish reported:

"The salmon industry is constantly eliminating sea lions," said Ecoceanos director Juan
Carlos Cárdenas in an article in The Santiago Times in 2012. "It’s illegal, but they do it
habitually. [Industry] divers have told us that the sea lions that break into salmon farms are
shot and later removed. Also, when producers set up a salmon farm near a sea lion
community, they sometimes go there during breeding season and kill all the babies and
males. Or they splash the rocks with oil and burn the area. We’ve been reporting these kinds
of practices since 2004."
Data on marine mammal mortalities at salmon farms has been requested from the Norwegian
Government [4] and Irish Government [5]. In Ireland, evidence of over 100 seal mortalities
has been gathered by the Irish Seal Sanctuary and published online via the 'Dead Seal
Database'.

Notes to Editors:
[1] Here's correspondence with the U.S. Government confirming zero marine mammal
mortalities at salmon farms in Maine and Washington:
From: Kevin Madley - NOAA Federal [mailto:kevin.madley@noaa.gov]
Sent: 20 September 2016 18:03
To: Don Staniford
Subject: Re: Data on marine mammal mortalities at salmon farms in Washington?
Hi Don,
Yes, no recorded marine mammal takes in Maine either. Predator nets are required and
"takes" under the MMPA have not been granted.
Sorry for the delay but thanks for checking on confirmation.
Kevin Madley
Regional Aquaculture Coordinator
National Marine Fisheries Service
Greater Atlantic Regional Fisheries Office
55 Great Republic Drive, Suite 04-446
Gloucester, MA 01930
(978) 282-8494 office
(978) 675-5001 mobile
kevin.madley@noaa.gov

From: Laura Hoberecht - NOAA Federal [mailto:laura.hoberecht@noaa.gov]
Sent: 09 September 2016 19:50
To: Don Staniford
Subject: Re: Data on marine mammal mortalities at salmon farms in Washington?
Hi Don,
You are correct, the current numbers for Washington salmon net pens are all zeros. There are
reports of some marine mammal (California sea lion) bycatch in salmon net pens in the mid90's when the industry was using predator exclusion nets anchored to the bottom. They have
since changed their practices which has **eliminated** bycatch. They still use predator
exclusion nets, just have changed the way they deploy them using a tension system to avoid
bycatch. You can view the old numbers in the "US Pacific Marine Mammal Stock
Assessments" available online:
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/sars/region.htm
See Table 1 in these reports for sea lions (i.e. see 2001 report with numbers for mid-90's, no
numbers since then).
Besides predator exclusion nets, the commercial net pen industry in WA does not use any
other marine mammal deterrents.
Hope this helps.

Laura
Laura Hoberecht, PhD
WCR Aquaculture Coordinator
NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service
7600 Sand Point Way
Building 1 (F/NWR2)
Seattle, WA 98115
ph: 206-526-4453
cell:206-549-6078
fax: 206-526-6736
e: laura.hoberecht@noaa.gov
><> ><> ><> ><> ><> ><> ><> <><
On Wed, Sep 7, 2016 at 5:30 AM, Don Staniford <salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com> wrote:
Laura,
I am looking for data on mortalities of marine mammals (e.g. seals and sea lions) at salmon
farms in the US.
Has anyone collated annual data since 2011 for Washington?
I see from the new US rule on the MMPA that:
"Annual estimates of marine mammal incidental mortality and serious injury resulting from
aquaculture operations, when they are reported, are published in the annual marine mammal
stock assessment reports.": https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2016/08/15/201619158/fish-and-fish-product-import-provisions-of-the-marine-mammal-protection-act#h-31
And I think I can see the reports via http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/sars/
Are these the right reports here? http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/sars/region.htm
Presumably the US figure is very low if not zero. In any case, it would be useful to compare
US data with Scotland (ca. 100 seals killed each year by salmon farms - and over 750 since
2011 when stats were first published), Canada (data since 2011 online here), Chile, New
Zealand, Australia, Norway etc.
Any help would be much appreciated.
Best fishes,
Don
Don Staniford
Director, Global Alliance Against Industrial Aquaculture (GAAIA):
http://www.salmonfarmingkills.com

<((((º>`·.¸¸.·´¯`·.¸.·´¯`·...¸><((((º>¸.
·´¯`·.¸. , . .·´¯`·.. ><((((º>`·.¸¸.·´¯`·.¸.·´¯`·...¸><((((º>

[2] The Federal Register's Fish and Fish Product Import Provisions of the Marine Mammal
Protection Act (15 August 2016) states under 'Aquaculture':

NOAA's factsheet "Seafood Import Provisions under the Marine Mammal Protection Act"
includes:

[3]
From: Perry, Geoff [mailto:Geoff.Perry@dfo-mpo.gc.ca]
Sent: 13 September 2016 13:46
To: Don Staniford
Subject: RE: Data on marine mammal mortalities on salmon farms in Eastern Canada?
Good morning Don;
I do not have records for Eastern Canada, only for Newfoundland and Labrador (NL) Region.
Do you have a contact for the Maritimes Region of DFO? They would be the best contact for
records in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick; I suggest Tammy Rose-Quinn, tammy.rosequinn@dfo-mpo.gc.ca.
I am not aware of a national report that would have records similar to those produced in BC
and Scotland. That being said, it is my understanding that there is a review underway to
examine whether Canadian fisheries are in compliance with recently amended US marine
mammal legislation.
Attached is an annual record of nuisance seal licences issued pursuant to the Marine
Mammals Regulations in NL. It only indicates the number of licences issued and not the
number of animals taken. To the best of my knowledge, use of lethal management measures
to control seals at aquaculture sites has been a very rare event. However, I have a request in

to my Marine Mammal fisheries management colleagues to get any reported catch under
these licences and the 2015-16 records and will forward anything they provide.
There could be four species of seals taken – harbour seal (known locally as bay seal), grey
seal, harp seal, and hooded seal. Neither species is abundant in the areas where the salmonid
aquaculture industry occurs and from a pragmatic perspective, use of such licences is a rare
event in aquaculture.
There are no records of entanglements and no authorized use of lethal management measures
for other marine mammal species. Purely coincidentally, we recently undertook a review of
that issue given spatial expansion of the sector over the past decade and there are no records
of marine mammal encounters with aquaculture gear from the Whale Release and Strandings
Group that operates independent of DFO in this Region.
By way of context in the NL jurisdiction: every farming company must have a predator
management plan as a component of their containment regime under the “Code of
Containment for the Culture of Salmonids in Newfoundland and Labrador” and must apply
for relevant federal or provincial licences as appropriate. With respect to seals, a company
may make an annual or an as-needed application to the Department for a licence under
Section 4 of the Marine Mammal Regulations for a “nuisance seal” licence. The locations
where it may be used and other relevant details would be contained in licence conditions.
Note on other authorised fishing for seals in the general area where aquaculture operates in
Newfoundland:
- Harp and hooded seals may be taken under personal use licences or under
commercial licences in the commercial fishery for those species during the open
season. Historically, effort and catches have been relatively small. As of 2012-13,
there are 65 commercial and 76 personal use licences on the south coast (in contrast,
there are ~11.8K commercial/personal-use seal licences in the NL region overall as of
the same time period).
- Aboriginal communal fishing – a First Nation has a communal licence for seals that
enables the taking of harp and grey seals for food purposes without a quota or limit
and the taking of harbour seals for food subject to an annual catch limit of 20 seals.
I trust this will be helpful for your work.
Geoff

Geoff Perry
Director, Aquaculture Management
DFO - Newfoundland and Labrador Region
P.O. Box 5667
St. John's NL A1C 5X1
tel: 709-772-0183

From: Don Staniford [mailto:salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com]
Sent: September-12-16 4:46 AM
To: Perry, Geoff
Subject: Data on marine mammal mortalities on salmon farms in Eastern Canada?
Geoff,
Do you have data for annual marine mammal mortalities on salmon farms in Eastern Canada
(since at least 2011)?
BC publish their data online (since 2011): http://www.pac.dfompo.gc.ca/aquaculture/reporting-rapports/mar_mamm-eng.html
And pre-2001 data for BC is also available via a DFO report: http://www.dfompo.gc.ca/csas/Csas/DocREC/2001/RES2001_142e.pdf
Scottish site specific data is also online via
http://www.gov.scot/Topics/marine/Licensing/SealLicensing/2011
Data for Eastern Canada would be much appreciated.
Best fishes,
Don
Don Staniford
Director, Global Alliance Against Industrial Aquaculture (GAAIA):
http://www.salmonfarmingkills.com

<((((º>`·.¸¸.·´¯`·.¸.·´¯`·...¸><((((º>¸.
·´¯`·.¸. , . .·´¯`·.. ><((((º>`·.¸¸.·´¯`·.¸.·´¯`·...¸><((((º>

[4]
From: Don Staniford [mailto:salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com]
Sent: 13 September 2016 06:18
To: 'postmottak@nfd.dep.no'
Subject: Data on marine mammal mortalities on salmon farms in Norway?
Do you have data on marine mammal mortalities (e.g. seals) on salmon farms in Norway?
This is published online in Scotland and Canada.
http://www.gov.scot/Topics/marine/Licensing/SealLicensing
http://www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/aquaculture/reporting-rapports/mar_mamm-eng.html
Comparable data for Norway would be much appreciated.

Takk.
Don
Don Staniford
Director, Global Alliance Against Industrial Aquaculture (GAAIA):
http://www.salmonfarmingkills.com

<((((º>`·.¸¸.·´¯`·.¸.·´¯`·...¸><((((º>¸.
·´¯`·.¸. , . .·´¯`·.. ><((((º>`·.¸¸.·´¯`·.¸.·´¯`·...¸><((((º>
[5]
From: Hodnett, Kevin [mailto:Kevin.Hodnett@agriculture.gov.ie]
Sent: 21 September 2016 09:58
To: 'salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com'
Cc: Kelly, NoelP
Subject: Data on marine mammal mortalities at Irish salmon farms since 2011?
Dear Mr Staniford,
Your e-mail of 13th September below has been referred to me.
This Department does not hold the data requested by you. I suggest however that it may be
useful to contact the National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS). Full contact details for
the NPWS can be accessed at the following link:
https://www.npws.ie/contact-us.
I hope this is helpful.
Regards,
Kevin Hodnett.
Assistant Principal,
Aquaculture & Foreshore Management Division,
Department of Agriculture, Food & the Marine,
National Seafood Centre,
Clonakilty,
Co. Cork.
Tel 023 - 8859503
From: Don Staniford [mailto:salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com]
Sent: 13 September 2016 13:29
To: Info@agriculture.gov.ie
Subject: Data on marine mammal mortalities at Irish salmon farms since 2011?
Do you have data on marine mammal mortalities at salmon farms in Ireland since 2011?

This is published online in Scotland and Canada:
http://www.gov.scot/Topics/marine/Licensing/SealLicensing
http://www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/aquaculture/reporting-rapports/mar_mamm-eng.html
Comparable data for Ireland would be much appreciated.
Best fishes,
Don
Don Staniford
Director, Global Alliance Against Industrial Aquaculture (GAAIA):
http://www.salmonfarmingkills.com

[6] Back in 2005, a legal opinion secured by the National Environmental Trust (following
the slaughter of seals by Marine Harvest Scotland) first raised the issue of a U.S. ban on
imports of farmed salmon sourced from seal-killing salmon farms. The Sunday Express
reported in December 2005:

In 2012, The Sunday Express reported:

John Robins, Secretary of Save Our Seals Fund in Scotland, said: "We have asked the US
Department of Commerce to use existing US marine mammal protection laws to ban the
import of salmon from Scottish floating factory fish farms. I hope the US Government can
force Scottish salmon farmers to install seal exclusion nets, something the Scottish
Government and the RSPCA have disgracefully failed to do. When you buy Scottish farmed
salmon, even RSPCA-endorsed Scottish farmed salmon, you pay for bullets to shoot seals.”

The Sunday Herald reported in September 2016:
"Campaigners also point out that the practice of killing seals to protect fish stocks is likely to
fall foul of tough new laws on imports being introduced by the US. That could damage the
£213 million market for Scottish salmon, they warn......
Huyton pointed out that the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration had last
month agreed new rules to limit the import of fish. To comply with US standards, nations that
want to sell to the US must have a programme that “prohibits the intentional killing or serious
injury of marine mammals in all fisheries”.
As Scotland officially licences the shooting of seals it was hard to see how it could comply,
Huyton argued. The US is the top market for Scottish salmon, with exports of 41,000 tonnes
worth over £213m in 2014.
Continued seal killing would damage Scotland’s image abroad, he warned. “With the world
now watching, inaction is simply not an option if Scotland’s reputation as a country that
respects and celebrates its wildlife is to be preserved.”
Sarah Dolman, senior policy manager of Whale and Dolphin Conservation, described seal
shooting as “Scotland’s bloody marine secret”. It was “proven to be cruel and it is
unnecessary,” she said. “The Scottish government should stop this inhumane activity.”
Don Staniford, an anti-fish farming campaigner from the Global Alliance Against Industrial
Aquaculture, called on fish farmers to install anti-predator nets around salmon cages, rather
than reaching for guns. “Scottish salmon is shamefully drenched in the blood of dead seals,”
he said.
The US was likely to erect trade barriers to keep out Scottish salmon, he warned. “Instead of
shooting themselves in the wallet, Scottish salmon farmers should hang up their guns and
stop killing seals.”
The fish farming industry pointed out that it was the only fisheries sector that was now
promising to reduce the number of seals shot to zero. “The Scottish salmon farming industry
takes very seriously its responsibility to animal welfare,” said the chief executive of Scottish
Salmon Producers’ Organisation, Scott Landsburgh.
“It is our ambition to have enough techniques throughout the whole industry to avoid the
need to shoot seals. In other words, it is our clear intention to reduce the number of seals shot
to zero.”
The industry was looking at the potential impact of the new US rules, Landsburgh added.
“Unlike us, it should be noted there are other sectors within Scotland shooting seals that don’t
appear to have a public commitment to getting to zero.”

